Features, Descriptions and Benefits of WebDemo
Feature
Desktop Presentation

Description
WebDemo’s Viewport feature
creates a transparent window in
the meeting Host’s desktop that
defines the region that meeting
Attendees can see through their
Web browsers.
The meeting participant has the
ability to resize the Viewport on
their screen. The participant can
either reduce or enlarge the
Viewport.

Attendee List

Displays to the Host and Attendees
who are logged into the Web
Meeting.

Keyboard Chat

Host and Attendees can
communicate via Keyboard Chat.

Raised Hand

WebDemo enables Attendees to
"raise their hand" to get the
Presenter’s attention.

Enable Remote Control

Remote control allows you to pass
control of any document or
application on your desktop to any
remote participant thereby
enhancing collaboration.
WebDemo’s transfer meeting
control is safe and secure.
WebDemo’s Transfer feature allows
users to transfer meeting control,
including Viewport; whiteboard,
and chat functions to meeting
Attendees.
The Transparency Tools include
drawing options such Font, Line
Thickness, Square, Circle,
Cut/Move or Color Selector.

Transfer Host/Meeting
Control

Transparency Tools

Color Optimization

Colors between 256 colors 16-bit to
high color 24-bit are available for

Benefits
The Viewport allows you to
control what the meeting
participants will see on your
desktop.
The WebDemo Viewport will
allow you to click and drag
your Viewport anywhere on
your desktop. In addition you
will have the ability to PAUSE
the Viewport broadcast. In the
pause mode you can setup
other applications without your
audience seeing what you are
doing.
The Host Attendee List
displays important
performance detail and allows
for enabling/disabling of
Attendee communications
features.
Enhance collaboration by
allowing Attendees to create
private chat rooms.
When presenting, it is
important to know whether
your Attendees have a
question, would like to make a
comment, or even if they are
listening.
Train Attendees by showing
them how to do a task and
then providing them with
control so they learn by doing.
Exceptional when more than
one person is required to
present content from their
own computer desktop.

To further enhance the online
demo experience, you can use
WebDemo’s transparency tools
to illustrate, highlight or
annotate a document or an
element within a desktop
application.
Presentations immediately
gain more impact and

Hide Desktop Icons

Outlook® E-mail
Integration

Reports

Snapshot

Application Sharing

Co-browse

Record & Playback

added enhancement to the
presentation.
Use the Hide Desktop Icons feature
to create a whiteboard.

The Outlook E-mail Integration
integrates Microsoft Outlook® and
WebDemo by allowing a meeting
session to be scheduled in Outlook
from an e-mail produced by
WebDemo.
The WebDemo reports feature
allows Administrators to generate
daily, weekly, monthly reports. The
reports include showing number of
current active users, number of
current active sessions, number of
total sessions and individual
user/session metrics.
Use annotation tools to highlight
information quickly and
conveniently and then take a
snapshot of your visual and save
your changes.
Presenters and Attendees can
share any software application,
including their entire desktop, in a
live, full-screen demonstration.
Everyone can use the markup tools
to emphasize a point right on the
live application.
When the meeting Host initiates a
Co-browse session, an Internet
Explorer Web browser launches on
the Host computer as well as on
each attendee’s computer.

WebDemo’s Record and Playback
captures everything in your session
including live demonstrations,
annotations, notes, visuals and
even live Web slides.
From the recorded session export
your recording to an AVI file. As an
AVI file you can edit, produce, or
convert the file into another format

accuracy with true colors.
Use your computer desktop as
a blank whiteboard by hiding
your desktop icons while
maintaining a secure
background.
Meetings can be scheduled in
the attendee’s Outlook
Calendar from the e-mails sent
by the meeting presenter.
Determine if you need
additional users to train more
customers or to generate more
leads with more sessions. Can
help to determine sales
metrics.
Capture any visual and or
changes on your computer and
save it for later editing.
Leverages existing
communications and
interaction. Helps participants
collaborate in real time to
solve problems, exchange
ideas and apply solutions on
the fly.
This feature allows the Host to
navigate the attendee to any
page on a Web site. The
attendee can bookmark and
save the Web page, and
personally interact with a Web
enabled software application
since the browser is resident
on the attendee’s computer.
Capture live meeting or
training sessions and make the
session’s available on-demand
or save the recording on your
desktop so you can email your
recordings to anyone.
Meetings are automatically
recorded on the server or you
can create and save the

File Broadcast

Voice Chat

Mulit-point Video
Conferencing

Document Management

Polling and Quizzing

Join a Meeting

Security
Multiple Language
Support

such as flash or streaming video.

recording on your desktop.

Drag and drop any file to all
meeting participants in real-time.
File Broadcast allows the presenter
of a WebDemo meeting to
broadcast files to any or all
Attendees.
Presenters can broadcast voice
dialogue over the Internet and
enable voice privileges to selected
attendees and conduct a
discussion.

As a result, files of any type
can be distributed quickly to
all meeting participants.

A wave file or real media player can
be broadcasted to your audience.
Or broadcast sound from your
PowerPoint presentation.
Use your standard PC Web Cam to
broadcast your “live” image to
Attendees in your online meetings.
This feature includes selectable
frame rate speeds up to 30 frames
per second.
In addition, the Presenter can
enable Web Cams of Attendees’ for
a group videoconference.
All WebDemo users (registered and
unregistered) can place and view
Public documents by selecting
Public Area off the menu in the left
column.
Collaborate with your audience with
true/false, yes/no questions or
multiple-choice questions.
The results can be tallied
dynamically which in turn you can
display to all participants.
Unique meeting numbers are
automatically generated for every
meeting. Immediately join a
meeting by selecting the desired
meeting and entering the
confirmed meeting number.
WebDemo integrates dynamic
CASS 128-bit encryption.
The multiple language feature
allows the host and meeting
attendees to communicate easily
and conveniently in English,

Fully integrated, multi-way,
full duplex voice over the
internet offers dramatic cost
savings over traditional
conference calls.

Use the Video conferencing
feature to broadcast a rerecorded .avi file or live
image. Adding visuals can add
impact to your presentation.

Makes sharing files fast and
easy.
Easy access to stored
documents.
Use the polling reports to
determine overall success of
training programs, seminars,
and meetings.

Eliminates confusion as to
which meeting sessions to
attend.

Creates the most sensitive and
confidential online meetings.
With the International feature
of WebDemo, meeting host
and participants have the
ability to select and change

French, Italian, German and
Spanish, all in one server install.
Cancellation/Rescheduli
ng

Meetings can be easily cancelled
and rescheduled with new meeting
dates and times.

Email Invitations

Email invitations are sent to
participants that include agenda
information.

No Client Software

Client software or plug-ins is not
required.

between languages with a
simple selection of a language
flag.
Ideal for providing immediate
cancellation or rescheduled
meeting notices when
conferences or sessions cannot
be held as specified or
planned.
Provides meeting information
as well as an embedded
hotlink to simplify joining a
meeting. Attachments and
meeting passwords can be
included.
Browser-based JAVA
technology allows Attendees to
participate using only a Web
browser and an Internet
connection.

